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\[\text{Diagram of musical notation}\]
Notes on Symbols

\[ \frac{4}{3} \] means TREMOLO/VIBRATO
\[ \frac{3}{4} \] Warble between \[ 3 \] and \[ 4 \]
\[ \frac{7}{3} \] GLEISSANDO

(5) Tongue Slap

\[ \frac{1}{3} \] Triplet (3 per Beat)
"One and A"

\[ \frac{1}{3} \] Triplet where only 2nd & 3rd notes sound
"... and A"

\[ \frac{6}{6} \] 6 per beat

\[ 1 2 3 1 2 3 \] etc. Combine 6 and 3

\[ \text{Triplet where 2nd note is delayed/synchronized} \]

Comments

- TREMOLO/VIBRATO is shown in most obvious places, but it is used throughout piece on longer notes.

- TREMOLO/VIBRATO is generally 6 pulses per beat, e.g., measure 5 is

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{5}{4} & \text{... (Note on beat is emphasized)} \\
\frac{3}{4} & \text{6}
\end{align*}
\]

- Measure 7 combines shuffle on \[ \frac{4}{3} \] with tremolo on \[ \frac{5}{6} \], e.g.,

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{4}{3} & \text{... (Note on beat is emphasized)} \\
\frac{5}{6} & \text{6}
\end{align*}
\]

- Measure 11 is similar

- Warble in measure 23 is 6 pulses per beat, where pulse is \[ \frac{3}{4} \], e.g.,

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{3}{4} & \text{... (Note on beat is emphasized)} \\
\frac{3}{4} & \text{6}
\end{align*}
\]
Disclaimer: I have created these tab sheets by listening to Adam’s YouTube lessons (in many cases slowing the audio tracks down using Adobe Audition) and trying to notate as carefully as possible some of the most important licks and pieces in the series. They are not intended to be a complete set of notes on the lessons, but I do hope you will find them useful in learning the techniques. Although I have tried to be as accurate as possible, no music notation system is perfect, and in blues harmonica there are two particular difficulties. The first is to express the complex syncopated rhythms; these I have notated using standard music notation (quarter, eighth, etc. notes) below the tab. The second difficulty is to indicate the subtle inflections of pitch which occur when bending notes. Here I have simply notated any kind of bent note with a bent arrow, and tried to explain with brief note when necessary. In both these cases, your ear, as always, is your best judge, and you should try always to reproduce the sound from the lesson, rather than just play from the tab. Although Adam has reviewed these tabs, any errors in transcription are entirely my own responsibility, and I would welcome corrections and comments at the email address below.
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